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ABSTRACT

Phosphor thermometry has been successfully applied within several challenging environments. Typically, the thermographic phosphors are
excited by an ultraviolet light source, and the temperature-dependent spectral or temporal response is measured. However, this is challenging
or impossible in optically thick environments. In addition, emission from other sources (e.g., a flame) may interfere with the optical phos-
phor emission. A temperature dependent x-ray excitation/emission could alleviate these issues as x-rays could penetrate obscurants with no
interference from flame luminosity. In addition, x-ray emission could allow for thermometry within solids while simultaneously x-ray imag-
ing the structural evolution. In this study, select thermographic phosphors were excited via x-ray radiation, and their x-ray emission charac-
teristics were measured at various temperatures. Several of the phosphors showed varying levels of temperature dependence with the
strongest sensitivity occurring for YAG:Dy and ZnGa2O4:Mn. This approach opens a path for less intrusive temperature measurements, par-
ticularly in optically opaque multiphase and solid phase combustion environments.

Published under an exclusive license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0053469

Conventional phosphor thermometry is a temperature sensing
technique involving the excitation of thermographic phosphor par-
ticles via a light source in the ultraviolet (UV) or near UV range.1–5

When excited, the phosphors undergo electronic energy level transi-
tions to higher energy states, followed by relaxation back to the ground
state causing the emission of photons that are redshifted from the exci-
tation source. Depending on the phosphor temperature, the emission
spectrum can broaden or shift in wavelength or intensity. The charac-
terization of phosphor emission for temperature sensitivity can fall
into two categories. The first involves time-resolved measurements of
the photoemission in which the lifetime decay,2,3,6 rise time,7,8 or
phase shift of the emission from an oscillating excitation source2,3,9

varies with temperature and is measured. The second category
involves time-integrated methods, which typically involve measuring
two different spectral bands of a phosphor’s emission to create a two-
color ratio calibration for temperature.2,3,10,11

Conventional phosphor thermometry has been employed to
measure temperature within combustion and heated environments,

such as diesel engines,12–14 gas turbines,15–18 and gaseous flows.19–22

However, traditional excitation and emission schemes fail in optically
thick gaseous flow conditions and cannot be applied within reacting
opaque solids. An alternative approach is needed for non-intrusive
measurements.

X rays are sufficiently energetic to pass through many solid materi-
als and optical absorbers that inhibit UV or near-UV excitation. While
UV photon excitation causes energy level transitions within the valence
band of the phosphor particles, incident x-ray radiation has sufficient
energy to penetrate further into the atoms composing the phosphors,
interacting with inner shell electrons. This can cause x-ray fluorescence
(XRF), which gives rise to x-ray emission spectroscopy (XES), a technique
in which inner shell electrons are ejected from the atoms due to the inci-
dent x-rays.23,24 An outer-shell electron then fills this vacancy, producing
an x-ray photon during the transition. The energies of x-rays produced
in this manner are characteristic to the element of the atom being excited.

As x-ray excitation penetrates deep into the core of atoms, the
characteristic x-ray emission produced is typically considered to be
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independent of temperature. This approximation can break down in
crystalline structures containing transition metals and rare-earth ele-
ments, particularly those in which core holes left by the x-ray excita-
tion couple strongly with valence electrons.25 Since the core hole is
coupled with valence electrons, final energy states available to electrons
filling the hole are dependent on the location of the valence electron
shell positions, leading to temperature dependence as seen in Fig. 1. In
these complex systems, spin pairing, material structure, insulator-
metal transitions, magnetic transitions, and electronic screening lead
to temperature- and pressure-dependent transitions that affect the
structure of the characteristic x-ray lines.26–31

In the case of d-electron materials (those containing elements
with unfilled d-shells such as Y, Ce, and Mn), particularly oxides, the
average electron distance is much greater than the Bohr radius, creat-
ing strong electron–electron repulsion.30 D-shells have internal
degrees of freedom, which, when coupled into a lattice structure, can
lead to strong movement coupling effects between electrons in materi-
als, a phenomenon known as electron correlation. Where electron cor-
relation is high, electronic transitions, including those involved in
x-ray spectroscopy, have high susceptibility to temperature, pressure,
magnetic fields, and doping effects. In these d-electron materials, the
Kb (3p! 1s) and Ka (2p! 1s) transitions are shown to be sensitive to
the transition-metal spin state.26–30 See Ref. 29 for a detailed descrip-
tion of the multiplet spin structure. F-electron systems, materials with
partially filled 4f and 5f shells such as Dy and Eu, have also shown
strong electron correlation.29,30

If phosphor XRF is thermographic, similar to visible emission,
temperature measurements of a sample could be made within an opa-
que boundary—e.g., oven walls, sooty flames, or solid rocket propel-
lant. The limiting factor would become collection of the x-rays
produced by the phosphors, which could have sufficient energy to pass
through many materials. In addition, x-ray excitation would allow for
simultaneous temperature measurement and x-ray imaging of the
material structure. However, while the pressure effects and material/
chemical transitions have been well characterized in UV and visible
emission bands,32 further investigation is needed in the x-ray regime.
The objective of this work is to determine the temperature sensitivity
of several select thermographic phosphors during x-ray excitation/
emission at atmospheric pressures.

While the focus of the present study is the characterization of
phosphor XRF for temperature sensitivity, scintillation will occur

simultaneously; visible photons will be produced by the phosphors.
This visible emission can be categorized as a form of x-ray excited
optical luminescence (XEOL). A separate manuscript by the authors
describes the thermography of this XEOL captured simultaneously
with the results presented in this study, and readers are referred to this
manuscript for a detailed description of the temperature sensitivity of
the visible emission from the phosphors.33

Phosphors selected for testing were chosen based on the desired
applications and XEOL produced. Of the phosphors used in this study,
Y3Al5O12:Dy or YAG:Dy (PTL QMK66), BaMgAl10O17:Eu or BAM
(PTL KEMK63), La2O2S:Eu (PTL SKL63), Mg3F2GeO4:Mn (PTL
EQD25), ZnGa2O4:Mn (PTL GPK25), and ZnO (Just Pigments,
ZN001–1) were selected based on their usefulness to combustion
applications.19,34–36 In addition, the phosphors Gd2O2S:Tb (PTL
UKL65) and Y2SiO5:Ce (PTL QBK58) were selected for their useful-
ness as x-ray scintillators, materials used in x-ray detectors that con-
vert incident x-ray photons to visible light.37–39 The results for BAM,
La2O2S:Eu, Mg3F2GeO4:Mn, Gd2O2S:Tb, and Y2SiO5:Ce are included
in the supplementary material.

Phosphors were tested independently with each sample prepared
by mixing the phosphor powder with ethanol. A brush was then used
to coat the mixture onto an aluminum substrate and allowed to dry.
Aluminum was selected due to the low energies of its characteristic
x-ray emission lines (<2 keV). This avoids interference between
potentially thermographic emission lines originating from the transi-
tion metals and rare-earth elements (typically >5 keV in the materials
tested) in the phosphors and the substrate.

Once prepared, phosphor samples were then placed on a hot
plate alongside a blank aluminum substrate, as shown in Fig. 2. This
blank substrate was used for collecting background energy spectra that
were subtracted later during data post processing. A thermocouple
was placed on the surface of the hot plate between the coated and
blank aluminum substrates to monitor the sample’s temperature as
each was heated and cooled.

This setup was placed in the x-ray beam path of beamline 7-BM-B
at the Advanced Photon Source (APS) at Argonne National Laboratory.

FIG. 1. Kb process (3p!1s) in the case of a 3d5 ion. Reprinted with permission
from Rueff and Shukla, Rev. Mod. Phys. 82, 864 (2010). Copyright 2010 American
Physical Society.29

FIG. 2. Setup for x-ray excitation and emission detection at the Advanced Photon
Source.
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This beamline was set to monochromatic beam mode during phos-
phor excitation, producing x-rays at 67.6 keV with a 1% bandpass.
The monochromatic beam mode was chosen to reduce the effects of
the beam energy profile on the measurements. A silicon drift x-ray
detector (Hitachi Vortex, 490lm thick) was used to capture the
energy spectra of the x-ray fluorescence produced by each phosphor
and substrate. The incident x-rays were attenuated with various
combinations of Si, Cu, and Ge filters to optimize the intensity of
the x-ray signal detected for each phosphor and to test whether the
incident flux changed the shape of the detected XRF emission.
During testing, background and phosphor signal spectra were cap-
tured at each temperature and for each phosphor. A total of ten
background spectra and 50 phosphor signal spectra were obtained
at each temperature for signal averaging. All spectra presented in
the results of this study were averaged and background subtracted.
The hot plate was placed on a computer-controlled translation stage,
which allowed the signals to be captured at the same locations.

YAG:Dy was tested at temperatures ranging from room tempera-
ture up to 333 �C, and the average x-ray emission spectra captured in
this range are seen in Fig. 3. The peaks seen in Fig. 3(a) are labeled
with their corresponding emission lines. Similar labels are used
throughout this paper for each phosphor tested and their resulting
emission lines. Note that lines labeled with the subscript a are made
up of the a1 and a2 lines of the corresponding transition group (K
series, L series, etc.) of a given element. Emission lines such as these
that cannot be resolved individually by the x-ray detector are grouped
together in this way throughout this paper. Likewise, lines labeled with
the subscript b consist of the many b lines of the corresponding transi-
tion group of a given element, which are in close proximity to one
another.

The spectra shown in Fig. 3(a) are normalized to the Dy La line
at each temperature centered at about 6.5 keV. The normalization
value for each temperature was obtained by performing a trapezoidal
integration under the selected peak. This method of normalization is
used throughout this work. The shaded regions seen in the inset of
Fig. 3(a) (and throughout these results) represent the standard devia-
tion of the average spectrum calculated for each temperature. The Y
Ka line can clearly be seen to shift in intensity with temperature,
whereas the two Dy L series lines remain relatively constant over the
temperature range. Small overlaps can be seen between some of the
standard deviations of the average spectra of the Y Ka line; however,
the general trend of shifting intensity with changes in temperature is
still apparent in the data. In addition, small shifts with temperature
can be discerned in the Y Kb line, which is highlighted along with the
temperature sensitivity of the Y Ka line in the intensity ratios shown in
Fig. 3(b). The integrated area under each of these lines was calculated
again using a trapezoidal integration method. These values were used
in the numerator of the ratio calculation, and the corresponding inte-
grated areas under the Dy La line were used in the denominator.
Sensitivity to temperature is apparent for each ratio calibration calcu-
lated using the selected lines, although significant overlap can be seen
between the standard deviations of the ratios calculated at each
temperature.

Results for ZnGa2O4:Mn normalized to the Ga Kb emission line
are seen in Fig. 4. This phosphor differs from YAG:Dy in that it is
doped with a transition metal rather than a rare-earth element, though
the partially-filled d-shell of Mn suggests that the physics leading to

temperature-dependence should be similar. Mn lines were not suffi-
ciently separated from other emission lines to be usable and, thus, are
not shown in the figure. Both the Ga and Zn Ka lines exhibit some
degree of temperature sensitivity with this normalization. The stan-
dard deviation of the average spectra seen in the inset of Fig. 4(a) high-
lights this temperature sensitivity of the Ga Ka line. To further
quantify the thermographic potential of this phosphor’s x-ray emis-
sion, an intensity ratio calibration is shown in Fig. 4(b) between the
Ga Ka line and the Ga Kb line, calculated using each spectrum col-
lected at each temperature tested. Like the results for YAG:Dy, large
standard deviations are apparent in the calculated ratios, although a
general trend with temperature is present. These results are limited by
the low number of temperature data points collected for this phos-
phor, which was due to time constraints at the beamline. More data
points will be needed in the future to further characterize this phos-
phor’s emission.

FIG. 3. (a) The average x-ray emission spectra of YAG:Dy at various temperatures
normalized to the Dy La line. Shaded regions represent standard deviation of each
average spectrum. (b) Intensity ratio calibrations calculated using the Y Ka and Y
Kb lines (numerators) and the Dy La line (denominator).
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Though undoped, pure ZnO is known to produce a thermo-
graphic optical emission.36 However, Zn does not have the properties
(unfilled d- or f-shells) that would suggest thermographic response in
the x-ray spectrum. The non-normalized energy spectra obtained for
this phosphor are shown in Fig. 5, along with spectra normalized to
the Zn Kb line (in the inset). No temperature dependence is seen in
the data when normalized, though significant changes in intensity are
seen in the non-normalized data. Note that two average spectra at
30 �C are shown. These two spectra differ in the time they were cap-
tured. One was collected before any heating of the sample had
occurred (BH), and the other was captured after the sample had been
heated to its maximum temperature of 282 �C and then allowed to
cool back down to 30 �C (AC). The significant hysteresis in the data
suggests that ZnO may have undergone a chemical transition similar

to that seen in LaCoO3 in Ref. 27. Nonetheless, this potential hysteresis
does not appear to affect the relative temperature dependence of the
two lines, which show very close equivalence and illustrate the preci-
sion of the measurements.

It was found that the best candidates for temperature sensing
using x-ray excitation/emission within the temperature ranges studied
are YAG:Dy and ZnGa2O4:Mn for the configuration/materials consid-
ered; both exhibit clear temperature sensitivity in their XRF responses.
Alternatively, it may be possible to utilize multiple phosphors with
and without temperature sensitivity in combination to achieve the
same result. Other materials, particularly those with constituents
whose K series emission lines were beyond our detection limits, may
also be viable options. These K series emission lines would be particu-
larly useful for scenarios with significant optical access challenges, as
the harder x-rays will better penetrate the optical obstruction.

The results described here are consistent with the hypothesis that
complex spin-state multiplet structures are responsible for
temperature-dependence in the x-ray region.29 Supporting this
hypothesis is the lack of temperature response in ZnO, as it is the only
material tested that does not have a matrix containing elements with
partially filled d- or f-shells. This suggests that while many of the
known optically thermographic materials meet the requirements for
x-ray temperature dependence (complex crystal matrices with ele-
ments containing partially filled d- or f-shells, particularly those in
oxide form or dopants), researchers should not limit themselves to
these materials. Another key consideration is that due to the strong
pressure-dependence of this mechanism, future research in the x-ray
spectrum must take pressure into account when determining the via-
bility of these materials.

Temperature ranges tested in this study were selected in part
based on the ranges of sensitivity of the visible response from these

FIG. 4. (a) The average x-ray emission spectra of ZnGa2O4:Mn at various tempera-
tures normalized to the Ga Kb line. Shaded regions represent standard deviation of
each average spectrum. (b) An intensity ratio calibration calculated using the Ga Ka

line (numerator) and the Ga Kb line (denominator).

FIG. 5. The average x-ray emission spectra of ZnO at various temperatures. The
normalized (inset) and non-normalized data showing the spectra at each tempera-
ture, including two sets of data obtained at 30 �C, one before the sample was sub-
jected to any heating (BH) and another after the sample was heated to the
maximum temperature of 282 �C and allowed to cool back down to 30 �C (AC).
Spectra in the inset were normalized to the Zn Kb line. Shaded areas in the main
plot represent standard deviation of each average spectrum.
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phosphors. However, based on the results for Gd2O2S:Tb (see the sup-
plementary material), this may not be a good indication for the sensi-
tivity of the x-ray response, as the x-ray emission of this phosphor
showed no temperature sensitivity over this range. However, there
may be temperature-sensitive emissions at higher x-ray energies
beyond the range of the detector used in this study.

The upper limit of �300 �C seen throughout this work was dic-
tated by the hot plate selected as the heating source for these experi-
ments. Future work will employ a higher temperature and more
controlled heating source to explore higher temperature ranges. In
addition, the low number of temperature data points seen in these
results was due to time constraints at the beamline. Finer temperature
increments over an extended time frame will need to be considered in
future work at the beamline.

All measurements in this paper were collected with a monochro-
matic beam at APS. An important consideration for measurements
using lab-scale or medical x-ray sources will be the spectrum of the
incident photons. A broadband spectrum that includes energies of the
XRF emission lines studied will need to be convolved in order to make
the technique independent of the excitation source.

In summary, the x-ray energy spectra of several thermographic
phosphors were measured at various temperatures during x-ray excita-
tion and found to have temperature sensitivity. Based on these initial
results for select phosphors, the two primary candidates for future
characteristic x-ray based temperature sensing measurements are
YAG:Dy and ZnGa2O4:Mn. The results were consistent with changes
in the x-ray emission spectrum being dependent upon the multiplet
structure, as described in previous studies.26–30 In particular, the
results indicate that additional phosphors (and non-phosphor materi-
als) containing metals with partially filled d- or f-shells should be
tested in the future, as this property suggests that they may exhibit the
spin state splitting characteristic of this type of complex multiplet
structure. Extended temperature ranges should also be investigated in
the future for all the phosphors tested here to determine if their sensi-
tivity lies in or extends beyond the regions in this study.

See the supplementary material for the x-ray fluorescence results
obtained for the phosphors BAM, La2O2S:Eu, Mg3F2GeO4:Mn,
Gd2O2S:Tb, and Y2SiO5:Ce.
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